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Audio-Technica ATH-W5000 Raffinato Headphone Review

E

stablished in Japan in 1962, Audio-Technica is a worldwide group of companies devoted to the design, manufacture, marketing, and
distribution of audio equipment. Initially known for state-of-the-art phonograph cartridges, Audio-Technica now creates high-performance
microphones, headphones, wireless systems, mixers, and electronic products for home and professional use. Read the complete article at
www.novohighend.com.

Sonus faber Launches Minima Amator II Loudspeaker at Munich High End Show

S

ome products are not meant to be tied to a singular historical moment. Electa Amator III and Minima Amator II were born with this concept
in mind and together give life to the Heritage collection from Sonus faber. Paying homage to its past through classic design, while strongly
breaking through the barrier of time with an electro-acoustic point of view, the Heritage collection transmits the tradition of the brand and
enhances its artistic relevance. Read the complete article at www.novohighend.com.

AudioSolutions Announces Virtuoso Loudspeaker Series

A

udioSolutions, the leading European loudspeaker manufacturer, hosted the world premiere of the Virtuoso loudspeaker series at the
Munich High End show in Germany, which ran from May 9-12. The Virtuoso series employs much of the advanced technology originally
developed for the company’s flagship Vantage 5th anniversary series, combined with a sophisticated visual design. Read the complete article
at www.novohighend.com.
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by Stephanie Greenall

The Rise of Location Based Entertainment
Above: THE VOID is a virtual reality portal that transports players to other worlds via games like Star Wars:
Secrets of the Empire, Ralph Breaks VR, Ghostbusters: Dimension and Nicodemus. Check out www.thevoid.
com to Ƽnd THE VOID location near you.

T

hrough the deafening cries of
ning cries of “Virtual Reality is
dead!” and “The industry is over!”
I stand with a community who believe in VR and the sea of opportunities that await us. While stores
pull headset demos off the ƽoors
and virtual reality companies fold
left and right, I continue to support
the immersive medium.
If you are mourning the loss of
VR’s day in the sun, you’re looking
in the wrong place! In addition
to Ƽnding a home in a variety
of industries -- including health
care, mining, manufacturing, and
marketing -- VR has rested its
headset in the world of locationbased entertainment (LBE). Many
critics have spent years squawking
that Virtual Reality was not viable
for the consumer market. It turns
out that the technology can
penetrate the consumer space,
but it was not using the formula
that they were expecting.
With the promise of excitement
and an experience you can’t
enjoy from the comfort of your
own
home,
location-based
entertainment is something we
have sought out for centuries.
From the Bartholomew Fair that
ran from 1133-1855 and featured
puppet shows, musicians, and wire
walkers, to the Ƽrst Kinetoscope
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parlors of the late 1800s, there about THE VOID was the inclusion
is a rich history that predates the of external effects that added
arcades, amusement parks, and to the immersive element of the
theatres we know today.
experience. Dropped into the Star
No stranger to location-based Wars universe and disguised
entertainment, I have spent a fair as a Stormtrooper, I was able to
share of time downing popcorn inƼltrate an Imperial base. As you
at the movies and mastering travel over a planet painted with
the sport of skee ball at the lava you are met with the actual
arcade. As an avid VR enthusiast, sensation of heat and a burning
I was excited to hear how this smell. It was an unexpected but
technology would make the captivating detail that made me
jump from my at home rig to an appreciate how much work goes
experience I could go out and into building out an installation
enjoy with friends.
that can transport you to another
I was Ƽrst exposed to VR’s world.
foray into the world of LBE at
In 2017, I was introduced to Los
the
Wearable
Entertainment Angeles-based Two Bit Circus
and Sports Toronto Conference at the annual VRTO - Virtual
(or WEST) in 2015. It was there & Augmented Reality World
that THE VOID founders Curtis Conference & Expo in Toronto.
Hickman and James Jensen Founded by two technologists
made their Canadian debut and -- who also happen to be trained
caused a nerd-frenzy that had circus clowns -- Brent Bushell
some attendees offering up their and Eric Gardman created the
Ƽrst-born children in exchange micro-amusement park, Two Bit
for a ticket. For those that are Circus. Last October I had the
unfamiliar with THE VOID, the opportunity to experience their
hyper-reality experience allows VR menagerie. Donning an HTC
you to step into and explore a Vive and backpack PC, I entered
virtual world with your friends. a modular labyrinth. Measuring
With a combination of VR six metres by four metres, the
hardware and motion tracking, physical installation didn’t look
haptic feedback, and special like much to begin with, but when
effects systems, you become fully you pulled that headset down, you
were faced with the Minotaur’s
immersed in the adventure.
What I found most surprising Maze. Fighting off arrow-shooting
www.novo.press
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The HorriƼcally Real Virtuality is a horriƼc comedy set in the 1950’s - in VR of course!
skeletons and navigating booby
traps with the reƽexes of Indiana
Jones I made it through the maze
successfully -- but not without my
stomach lurching once or twice.
As you walk out onto a less-thanstable looking balcony outside
of a castle window, you can feel
the wind machine blowing as
arrows whiz past your face. Once
again that added visceral element
-- while simple -- makes the
experience all the more real.
Both THE VOID and Two Bit Circus
feel like they have evolved from the
arcade world, but what has also
emerged in LBE is the marriage
between Virtual Reality and
theatre. While many Ƽlmmakers
have crossed over into spherical
video and VR pieces, theatre
could be the perfect platform that
mixes mediums for the ultimate
immersive experience.
Showcased at the 75th Venice
Film Festival, The HorriƼcally Real
Virtuality was their largest VR
installation. Produced by DVgroup,
the Parisian company introduced
a new genre: the VR play. The
piece begins with the audience
arriving and being introduced to
the movie that’s Ƽlming behind
a curtain. What some audience
members don’t notice when they
enter is that the play has already
begun and they are now a part
of the cast. They stumble onto
www.novo.press

set and watch as an actor in a piece is meant to be experienced
The
audience
motion capture suit delivers his individually.
lines. From the monitor, they member takes on the role of the
can see that the young actor is son and engages with the actor
instantly transformed into an old playing the terminal mother.
man. As the scene progresses, Wearing a variety of sensors, the
the Director barges in and starts mother appears as an illustrated
placing audience members into avatar in the animated world. In
active roles, holding the camera, addition to interacting with the
controlling the sound effects, actor, they can touch, feel, and
etc. After the scenes have been move objects on the set. The
shot, the audience members one-to-one performance is gentle
are ushered into the next room but powerful and has left more
where they are given VR headsets. than one person in tears after
Instantly transported into a black experiencing it. While previously
and white world and positioned in showcased at Ƽlm festivals, Draw
front of a glamorous theatre, the Me Close now includes events
audience no longer resembles dedicated to theatrical arts on
themselves. As identical short their events calendar.
men with chunky, horn-rimmed
While Virtual Reality has
glasses and two short antennae found a place in the consumer
sprouting from their heads, they market through location-based
take their seats and prepare to entertainment
centres,
the
watch the Ƽlm. The next thing they
industry still has a ways to go. With
know, they are ƽoating through
the screen and into the movie they the current surge in free roam VR
were just a part of Ƽlming. What arcades featuring shooter games
happens after, you will have to Ƽnd -- which are entertaining -- we will
need to evolve faster and develop
out for yourself!
Another piece that blurs the a collection of diverse content if
worlds of theatre and Virtual VR is going to become a staple
Reality was the Canadian National in the LBE world. A marriage
Film Board’s Draw Me Close. This of immersive technology and
illustrated tale is a memoir about theatre will allow content creators
the relationship between a mother to experiment with storytelling
and her son in the wake of her
and break from the traditional
terminal cancer diagnosis. Unlike
The HorriƼcally Real Virtuality, the methods we are used to.
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by Alyssa Castle

Tech Trends for Summer 2019
The Nreal Light mixed reality glasses mix both real and virtual worlds, without making you look like Robocop.

T

he world of technology is constantly growing and changing,
with new models being released
each month. In this article, we’ve
gathered six new products to
watch for in the summer of 2019.
Whether you’re looking for a new
smart lock for your home, or a robot companion for your kid, we’ve
got you covered.
Nreal Light Mixed Reality
Glasses
Virtual Reality (VR) has taken
full control over the technology
industry within the past few
years. Since the prototype of the
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Oculus Rift launched in 2010,
companies have exhausted all
resources perfecting virtual reality
technology in attempts to make
it available to every household. It
seems as though each year we
see more VR headsets hitting the
market, at even more affordable
prices, fulƼlling our childhood
dreams of becoming our very
own RoboCop. The latest model
to enter the VR world is the Nreal
Light mixed reality glasses, which
aim to mix VR with real life. But
what does this mean?
With the Nreal Light, you can mix
both your real and virtual worlds.

These glasses are designed to
blend in with your everyday attire,
yet offer the full functionality of a
VR headset. While we don’t think
they’re quite as discreet as most
people would prefer, we have to
admit that they’re getting close.
The Light offer full functionality
and portability, allowing you to
take your virtual content outdoors
with 1080p laser projectors at
60fps. Each arm of the glasses
is equipped with stereo speakers
and controls, while the front
features built-in cameras for
SLAM (Simultaneous Localization
and Mapping) technology. If
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you aren’t a fan of the included stereo
speakers, you also have the option to
pair a set of Bluetooth headphones,
which is great news for audio fanatics.
Another innovative feature of the
Nreal Light is the ability to purchase
magnetic prescription lenses. While this
may come at an extra cost, it’s a huge
life-saver for those who need glasses.
The Nreal Light are also built in a
compact frame, weighing in at 85 grams,
and are powered by a pocket-sized
Android device called the Qualcomm
Snapdragon 845. This makes them one
of the lightest and most portable VR
headsets to date. If you’re interested in
getting your own pair of Nreal Light, stay
tuned for a release date here.
Elecpro US:E Smart Lock
A long anticipated release has Ƽnally
come: smart security locks for your
front door. Since the incorporation of
Face ID for smartphones, we’ve been
waiting for this technology to Ƽnd its
place within our households. With the
launch of the Elecpro US:E Smart Lock,
you can now use facial recognition
technology to secure your home without
worry of intruders. The US:E Smart Lock
was originally launched as a Kickstarter
campaign and features multiple
identiƼcation options, including facial
recognition or Ƽngerprint scanning,
smartphone remote, password access,
key fob, or physical key entry. They also
offer two-way audio communication.
With this much security, you’ll never
have to worry about intruders in your
home.
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The Elecpro US:E Smart Lock comes in
two models - one with facial recognition
and one with a Ƽngerprint scanner - and
both feature a built-in video camera
that allows you to keep an eye on your
front door. If you are expecting a visitor,
or simply need to let someone in your
home remotely, you can use the video
camera and app to grant access from
your smartphone. The facial recognition
model can store up to 50 faces, while
the Ƽngerprint scanner can recognize 10
different people. The password entry for
both models also features a “scramble”
technology,
that allows the US:E Smart Lock to
recognize a sequence of numbers, rather
than the speciƼc code. For example, if
your passcode is
4589, you could
enter
“124589”
or “445899”, so
long
as
your
code is located
somewhere in the
sequence.
This
helps if you’re
unlocking your door
in front curious
onlookers.
While the
Kickstar ter
campaign is now
Ƽnalized,
the
estimated delivery
for backers of the
Elecpro US:E Smart
Lock is May 2019,
and supplies are
expected to be

available on their website soon. Keep
checking back for more information on
the Elecpro US:E Smart Lock.
Anki Vector
We’ve all dreamed of having our very own
robot friend. And while this dream may
have seemed far fetched a few years
ago, companies like Anki are bringing
them to life. With the Anki Vector, you
can have a personal robot companion
trained to recognize your voice.
Vector lives in your home as a
friendly side-kick that’s also capable
of being useful as a tool. With features
like “Hey Vector”, you can utilize this
robot much like you would any smart
assistant by asking questions, using
simple commands, and even engage
in basic friendly conversation. Vector
has a built-in microphone array that
allows him to hear your commands,
as well as a combination of cameras
and sensors that navigate him through
his surroundings. With this combined
technology, Vector is able to follow you
around your house without bumping into
furniture or falling from ledges. If only
our Roombas were so smart.
While Vector might have some
neat features, his main selling point
is the fact that he is one of the Ƽrst
personalized robot companions, with
a range of emotions that make him
seem more like a pet than a machine.
Because of this, Vector makes a great
companion for kids or anyone looking
for a low-maintenance pet. Vector is
able to recognize multiple commands
and utilizes his built-in Alexa capabilities
www.novo.press
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to look up any information you simple and easy-to-use platform
may need. And don’t worry about that can be controlled from your
battery life - Vector is able to smartphone. Simply Ƽnd the
locate and use charging station all model you’d like to create, click
by himself. You can purchase your “Make”, and watch your creation
very own Anki Vector by visiting come to life. You can manage
their website.
your projects easily through the
included app, and even monitor
IVI 3D Printer
the machine through real-time
Whether you’ve tried to keep up data analysis.
The IVI 3D printer is equipped
with the world of 3D printing or
happened to stumble upon it with multiple nozzle sizes, and
recently, you’ve probably found supports a multitude of Ƽlament
for
ultimate
project
yourself lost in a black hole of types
acronyms and alpha-numeric customization, making it one of
codes. And while we don’t foresee the most versatile 3D printers
that changing anytime soon, we available. The IVI also features
can help point you in the direction a built-in touch Ƽve-inch touch
of some cool new tech on the screen, and can be used via
horizon of 3D printing. At CES Wi-Fi, LAN, or USB connection.
2019, where most of the year’s The IVI 3D printers will be
tech announcements are made, available soon via their Kickstarter
a company by the name of IVI campaign, where the Ƽrst round
released what they call an “idea of backers will receive $500 off!
If you’re interested in 3D printing,
maker.”
This self-titled machine, the IVI this is a great way to start.
3D Printer, is the latest attempt Razer Turret
at bringing 3D printing to your
household. This machine is As avid gamers, we appreciate
designed with functionality and the difference between console
fashion in mind, making it ideal and PC gaming. While there
for your resident nerd or bored may be many cross-platform
billionaire. While it may not be games available, closing the gap
affordable for everyone, the IVI is between console players and
reasonably priced, and built on a PC gamers has always been a
www.novo.press

tricky situation. For games like
Ƽrst person shooters (FPS) and
battle royales, the advantages
and disadvantages of each
platform and hardware can make
the difference between POG
champions and easy kills.
Companies like Razer dominate
the gaming hardware industry,
creating gear specially designed
for each platform. As true gamers
know, there’s a large difference
between controllers and mouse
and keyboard combos. But, at this
year’s CES, Razer announced a
game changing
piece of gear. The Razer Turret is
the Ƽrst-ever keyboard and mouse
combination designed speciƼcally
for Xbox One. This means that
Xbox gamers will be able to utilize
the accuracy of a true gaming
setup without giving up their
beloved platform. In turn, this also
creates an opportunity for gamers
to save their hard earned dollars
from the gut-wrenching purchase
of a four-Ƽgure gaming PC, and
pick up an affordable Xbox One
instead.
The Turret keyboard is equipped
with Razer’s signature green
mechanical keys, Chroma lighting,
and a retractable mouse mat,
allowing you to sit back, relax,
NOVO 13
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and game to your heart’s content. The
keyboard also has a built-in ergonomic
wrist rest for maximum comfort and
protection for long hours of gaming. The
Turret mouse mirrors Razer’s traditional
mouse design, with mechanical
switches, form factor, and 5G advanced
optical sensor for ultimate accuracy. We
have no doubt that this is the next best
gaming hardware combination available,
and one you should seriously consider
adding to your arsenal.
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could change the lives of those affected
by hearing loss. With their new Livio AI
hearing aid, Starkey offer the ability not
While lifestyle audio typically focuses
only improve hearing, but also utilize
on Bluetooth headphones and smart
smart features, streaming services,
speakers, we wanted to highlight a
health tracking, and more.
new piece of tech that could seriously
The Livio AI is equipped with a
revolutionize the world of the
specialized technology - similar to that
hearing-impaired. Hearing loss is an
found in noise-cancelling headphones
unfortunate reality for millions of people
- to reduce ambient and background
worldwide, whether affected from birth,
noise. This feature enhances dialogue
accident, or old age, but we rarely hear
considerably and increases clarity in
about the efforts being made to aid
busy environments. The Livio AI is also
them. At this year’s CES, Starkey Hearing
Bluetooth compatible, and can be paired
Technologies announced a product that
to your smartphone for phone calls,
music playback, streaming services, and
smart assistant functionality. Simply
connect your Livio AI to your smartphone,
open the app, and use it like you would
a pair of wireless headphones. The Livio
AI is also equipped with a rechargeable
battery, eliminating the need for costly
replacements.
The Livio AI comes in 10 different
models, each with their own unique
calibration, ensuring that you Ƽnd the
perfect Ƽt. With this breakthrough
technology, we believe Starkey could
change the world for the hearingimpaired. If you know someone affected
by hearing loss, you should deƼnitely
check these out.
Stay tuned for our next issue of
NOVO Magazine, featuring the latest
in technology breakthroughs and cool
gadgets!
Starkey Livio AI Smart
Hearing Aid
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Classical Music – A Guide For the Perplexed
A regular series of
insights into sublime
music of the past

Episode Two

Rosalyn Tureck –
Bach Aria & Ten
Variations in the
Italian Style BWV 989
by Phil Gold

T

he aim of this column is to introduce
you to music which I have found
the most rewarding in a lifetime of rich
musical experiences. I will give you
some perspective on each recording I
cover, why this piece, why this particular
recording, and also what makes it special. You don’t need any prior musical
knowledge or understanding. While I will
be introducing you to profound masterpieces, I will try to avoid works that are
diƾcult to listen to or will drive people
out of the room. This will also be far
from a list of classical music’s most
popular hits.
In our Ƽrst episode, we examined
Mozart’s
Divertimento
K
563,
concentrating on the fourth movement
– a theme and variations. Today we will
look at what the earlier great master,
J.S. Bach, had to offer in his Aria and
Ten Variations in the Italian Style, a work
written in 1709 for harpsichord but
played here on the piano. The idea of a
theme and variations interested many
composers, sometimes as a movement
within a complete work, as with the
Mozart Divertimento, and sometimes
as a standalone composition. We
could for example look at Bach’s
Goldberg Variations or Beethoven’s
Diabelli Variations, written for the
harpsichord and piano respectively,
and each standing at the very peak of
classical music’s great monuments.
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But these works are long, complex and
intellectually challenging, so they don’t
really Ƽt the mandate of approachability
I set out above.
Today’s work is less well known than
either, and infrequently performed or
recorded. It is much easier to listen
to for many people, but despite its
relative obscurity and simplicity, it is a
masterpiece which will reward frequent
listening. Especially here, in the hands
of the great American master Rosalyn
Tureck, who recorded this work at
least Ƽve times and included it in many
recitals, including one I attended at the

University of Toronto. While everyone
knows about Glen Gould, famous for
his iconoclastic recordings of Bach’s
Goldberg Variations, Tureck (1913 to
2003) is for many listeners a far more
satisfying and sympathetic interpreter of
Bach, even though she is not well known
to the general public. Here she is at her
absolute best, taking a relatively obscure
piece and revealing all its moods and
wonders that make you wonder: why is
this work so rarely performed?
There are quite a few recordings on
the piano, although to put it bluntly, with
most you would never guess that this
www.novo.press
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This harpsichord is the work of two celebrated makers: originally constructed by
Andreas Ruckers in Antwerp (1646), it was later remodeled and expanded by Pascal
Taskin in Paris (1780). Image courtesy of Gérard Janot from Wikipedia Commons.
is a major masterpiece. Glen Gould’s is
quite an interesting performance, but
he leaves so much on the table I would
not recommend it to anyone. Only two
other recordings are worthy of mention.
The great Russian pianist Emil Gilels can
be heard on YouTube in a live recording
from 1959. The sound is nothing to write
home about, but the performance is very
special, although completely different
from Tureck’s. The other is from
the young Icelandic pianist Vikingur
Olafsson, recently signed by Deutsche
Grammophon. His DG album Bach Solo
Piano Works shows a brilliant mind
at work with a virtuoso technique. He
brings a completely original perspective
to the music of Bach and I see this as a
www.novo.press

very real alternative.
But back to Tureck. Rosalyn Tureck
plays Bach: The Great Solo Works [VAI
Audio VAIA 1041]. In this recording, one
of Ƽve she committed to disk, she brings
out an enormous range of emotions
through her playing. By turns this is
playful, grand, introverted, sensual and
dramatic. Never dull, always true to
the score. She doesn’t so much infuse
the music with these different moods
as reveal the moods which are hidden
in the score. This is virtuosity of the
highest order, not in terms of how
quickly and accurately you can play the
music (Gould wins easily on that score)
but in terms of total control over even
the tiniest details to transfer her vision

and Bach’s manuscript to your heart and
brain. If this was the only work she had
ever played in her life, this would still
elevate her to the Ƽrst rank of musicians.
Now some comments on the
performance movement by movement.
Note
Ƽrst
that
performance
practice varies greatly in how much
ornamentation is applied to the score –
by this we mean additional notes added
to decorate the music. It is not sacrilege
to add decoration – Bach himself would
do so – but Tureck’s decoration is
discreet and supremely effective. The
Ƽrst movement is the theme itself, played
slowly in a regal manner with impeccable
timing
and
forward
momentum.
Pauses are as important as the note
themselves. Variation 1 bounces along
in a very direct fashion, unstoppable
in its momentum. The visual image is
of tightly wound springs. Variation 2 is
equally direct, mixing explosive power
with great delicacy. Variation 3 is sly and
subversive, two hands weaving lines
around each other like snakes. Tureck
begins to pull clear of all competition
here with her immaculate control.
Variation 4 – faster and with telling
decoration – is over in just 56 seconds.
Very jazzy. Variation 5 is sublime, with
hesitations built in to ratchet up the
tension. Spiky and sexy. See how her
repeats always offer something new.
Variation 6 slows us down again, this
variation further than ever from the
theme. Variation 7, the shortest at 49
seconds, is powerful and dramatic with
wonderful interplay between the hands.
You can picture a wild dance. Variation
8 maximizes the aggression with spiky
staccato playing. Irresistible! Variation
9 shows Bach using every contrapuntal
technique in his arsenal. Play it many
times to follow all the voices. Variation
10 is the longest and slowest movement,
stretching the theme out like a silken
thread. Wonderful minor key lines,
repeated with decoration, seem to stand
in mid-air, magically unsuspended until
the Ƽnal resolution. This music is both
ancient and modern, quite timeless. I
doubt it will ever be played better.
The Tureck album continues with the
much more widely known and far more
complex Chromatic Fantasia and Fugue,
an unquestioned masterpiece. You
will Ƽnd this much easier to approach
when you have a few repetitions of the
Aria and Ten Variations under your belt
and you are familiar with some of the
tools Bach and Tureck bring to the table.
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But this one will probably take many more hearings to
appreciate. It too reveals a great deal about the intellect
and heart of the incomparable JS Bach. Again, Tureck’s
performance is spectacular and incredibly deeply felt,
but there are a number of other great pianists who also
excel here, particularly Alfred Brendel (Philips).
Some Amazon Reviews of this album:
***** The precision and delicacy of Tureck’s performances
of Bach are always wonderful. These are particularly
satisfying and should not be missed.
***** Great compositions played by a great soloist. Tureck
was Bach’s 20th century master at the keyboard.
***** Simply put, this CD should be in the collection of
every lover of Bach’s music.
For further listening I would suggest the Bach Partitas
on piano (Perahia - Sony) or on harpsichord (Pinnock –
Hanssler) and the Goldberg Variations, which you might
think of as the Aria and Ten Variations on steroids, played
by Igor Levitt (also on Sony).
There is an ongoing question as to whether Bach’s
keyboard music should be played on the harpsichord.
There are two camps who do not see eye to eye. Tureck
gave us the best answer. She would play the Goldberg
Variations (a work of well over an hour in her hands) on
the harpsichord. She would return after the intermission
to play it again on the piano. I wish I could have been
there for that.
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REVIEW
by Douglas Brown

McIntosh Labs
MC312 Power Amplifier

M

cIntosh Labs is a long standing
entity that deƼnes the term ‘legendary’ when high end audio hobbyists
discuss companies that helped create
the market for top shelf home playback
equipment. In fact, McIntosh celebrated
its 70th anniversary recently. Clearly,
they set standards, and continue to offer
new and interesting products to this day.
The upstate New York based company
has had its trials and tribulations, but it
has never been in better standing, and
its products continue to be desirable
globally. McIntosh is currently owned
by McIntosh Group, a company that
also own several other highly regarded
brands including Audio Research and
Sonus Faber.
McIntosh became well known for
their tube amps early on, and lust
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inducing industrial design that to this
day is unmatched. Their tuners and
preampliƼers are truly legendary. In fact
there is an entire cottage industry built
around collecting and restoring these
components, and vintage aƼcionados
pay high prices for well preserved
units. Of course the McIntosh name
became synonymous with classic tube
ampliƼcation. Interestingly, they later
moved into solid state designs as times
changed. In keeping contemporary, the
company currently have an impressive
suite of digital front ends, turntables,
and even speakers.
DESIGN & FEATURES
In late 2018, McIntosh introduced the
MC312 power ampliƼer, the subject of
this review, a model that is an update of
their MC302 amp. It retails for $7,000

USD, and offers some notable upgrades
over the previous model. The power
output is the same, at 300 Watts per
channel, but the higher Ƽlter capacity
increases the dynamic headroom by
some 27%. Other changes include
improved internal components and
wiring.
The MC312, like all the high powered
solid state amps in their line-up, uses
their proprietary Autoformer technology.
It is designed to deliver the amp’s full
300 WPC regardless of speaker load. In
fact, unusually, the MC312 has 2, 4, and
8 Ohm taps at the back of the chassis. I
am quite familiar with the McIntosh solid
state sound, and with the Autoformer
technology, as I owned their MA6600
integrated amp for a number of years.
That amp had no trouble driving any
speaker I had on hand, and was rated at
www.novo.press
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200 Watts per channel.
The MC312 also has balanced and
unbalanced outputs, to enable biamping, or use of a powered subwoofer. There is also onboard circuit
and speaker protection to protect your
speakers and to prevent clipping. In
addition to this you’ll Ƽnd a link to allow
for the automatic powering on or off of
other McIntosh components.
When the MC312 arrived, it was clear
that this was a two man job to unpack
and install it. At over 100 pounds, and
with a glass front panel, it took both
muscle and Ƽnesse to get it into my
audio rack safely. Once that was done,
it was hard not to marvel at the build
quality, which is off the charts, and the
distinctive appearance. It had all the
hallmarks of classic McIntosh, including
the blue lit meters, the beautifully
machined round power and selector
knobs, and superb quality connectors
around back. The amp was connected
in balanced mode with XLR cables and
the 4 Ohm tap was used.
PERFORMANCE
After giving the MC312 ample breakin time, what followed was an extended
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period of uninterrupted musical joy.
The ampliƼer drove my Magnepan 1.7i
speakers with ridiculous ease. The
stereo spread was wide, spacious,
and deeper than I have heard with any
ampliƼer with these speakers. Over the
course of several months, I used all
music formats to evaluate the MC312,
including CD, high resolution digital, and
LP. I even snuck in some reel to reel tape.
An album that was extremely
enjoyable with the MC312 was the self
titled offering from Dicky Betts & Great
Southern. The twin guitar interplay and
Southern rock vibe from one of the key
architects of The Allman Brothers Band,
sounded earthy and soulful, and made
me think I had previously underrated
this Ƽne recording. The MC312 made
the tone of Betts’s guitar immediately
identiƼable, and his vocals were also
presented very nicely, in the center of the
mix.
Bouncing to the excellent Mobile
Fidelity SACD mastering of The Byrds
1968 opus, The Notorious Byrd Brothers,
was equally rewarding. The trippy,
spaced out folk rock swirled around
the speakers, with little nuances in the
mix I had not previously noticed on this

album. The MC312 yet again reminded
me of how Mobile Fidelity continues
to produce excellent archival releases.
The MC312 made it easy to distinguish
each band member’s contribution,
from David Crosby’s rhythm guitar and
harmony vocals, to Roger McGuinn’s 12
string guitar. The seamlessness of the
presentation made for a very engaging
listen.
A related release I spun, an original
pressing of The Byrds’ mastermind Roger
McGuinn’s 1973 self titled solo album,
was so nicely textured, it warranted
several plays through. McGuinn, free of
The Byrds moniker, threw in everything
from traditional folk, Caribbean, and
even some jazzy touches on to this
album. The rock solid center image the
MC312 produced was really spotlighted
here. The timbre of McGuinn’s voice was
superbly rendered, and the richness of
the acoustic guitar parts was on target.
The MC312 also showed me here, it
had an exceptionally clean, open, and
accurate midrange.
Changing gears, I cued up a fantastic
new release by New York based jazz
saxophonist, Jerome Sabbagh co-billed
with guitarist Greg Tuohey, on No Filter.
www.novo.press
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This unique release was recorded and
mixed to analog tape, and cut to vinyl
by the legendary Bernie Grundman with
an all analog mastering chain. The LP
comes with a 24 bit download card as
well. The music is sublime, very much
reƽective of the urban environment it was
recorded in, with dark and light themes
percolating throughout each side. The
timely track titled “Chaos Reigns” was
a tour de force via the MC312, with all
the syncopation and interesting accents
remarkably cohesive.
The MC312
proved without a doubt it excelled at
pace and timing here. The amp also was
exceptional at articulating bass lines,
which captured the propulsions of the
music wonderfully.
The MC312 also put the 24 bit, 48
kHz download of Memphis roots singer
Valerie June’s Pushin’ Against A Stone in
a new light for me. This 2013 release is
beautifully recorded and put June on the
map as a distinctive stylist who blends
Americana, for lack of a better term, with
bits of psychedelia, and ethereal, bluesy
rock. The songs have deep emotional
resonance, and the mix is just modern
enough to balance things out. The
MC312 easily let me hear a large amount
of space between the instruments and
the pure bell-like tone of June’s voice,
highlighting its transparency. As a side
note, I highly recommend the follow up
to this album called The Order Of Time.
The Ƽnal album I played with the
MC312 in the system is a little known
progressive rock masterpiece Go, by
Stomu Yamashta, who is joined by
Steve Winwood, and legendary drummer
Michael Shrieve, a key member of
the original Santana. The music is
expansive, with epic string arrangements
and beautiful song structures. Hearing
this with the McIntosh providing solid
imaging and excellent depth was really
the climax of my time with the MC312,
as it allowed me to discover this hidden
gem in a brand new light, goosebumps
in tow. The MC312 was perfect for
presenting the wide screen, symphonic
qualities of this recording due to its wide
sound staging.
In fact, throughout the time the MC312
was in my system, I had an irresistible
urge to “crate dig” through my own music
collection and pull out lesser known
music, and the pleasures revealed that
came from these buried treasures was
most welcomed. A component that
makes you want to listen to as much
music as possible, such as the MC312,
is what it is all about. The MC312 was
able to shine new light on well worn
favorites.
I tried hard to Ƽnd fault with the MC312’s
tonal balance, but to no avail. It was
simply ideal for my system and my room.
www.novo.press

I felt the perspective was not quite in the
front row, and deƼnitely not in the back
row, but actually somewhere perfectly
in the middle. Dynamic contrasts were
really natural when present in the
recordings. This may be all or partly due
to McIntosh’s Autoformer technology
with its constant power delivery, and the
low noise ƽoor. To this listener, these are
hugely important factors, especially with
relatively power hungry speakers like the
Magnepans or even somewhat eƾcient
speakers in a larger listening space.
To me Magnepan speakers are
among the most seamless, coherent
transducers on the market, and that
could be a reason the MC312 was
so enjoyable in my system. The two
products share many of the same
characteristics, including transparency,
musicality, and perspective. Another
huge factor they have in common is very
low distortion, which accounts for the
superb imaging, midrange transparency,
and smooth treble performance.
I can summarize the sonic performance
of the McIntosh performance rather
easily. The descriptors that come to mind
are effortless, spacious, transparent, and
utterly grain free. I could not hope for
more from a high class, well engineered
solid state ampliƼer.
The sense of effortlessness really does
make a difference in musical enjoyment.
It ties into dynamics, which were
reproduced naturally. Tonally, the MC312
was spot on, the whole spectrum of
sonic colors was wonderfully presented,
like a perfectly balanced photograph

taken in natural light.
Ergonomically, the MC312 was
mechanically dead quiet, ran cool, and
provided trouble free performance over
the course of the review period. One
would expect nothing less than this
for an ampliƼer in this price range, and
considering its pedigree. Also, for those
not enamored by the blue meter lights,
they can be turned off. For me they are
a mark of distinction, and added to the
ambiance.
If a prospective buyer is shopping
for a transparent, accurate, and sweet
sounding solid state amp that can drive
virtually any speaker with little or no
effort, the McIntosh MC312 should be at
the top of the list. It is perhaps the Ƽnest,
most sophisticated ampliƼer I have
heard in its price range in my system.
The McIntosh MC312 power ampliƼer
has quite a bit going for it aside from
excellent sonics. It also offers a build
quality that inspires conƼdence, and it
offers a pride of ownership connected
with the McIntosh legacy. Very much
recommended!

McIntosh Laboratory Inc.
www.mcintoshlabs.com
(607) 723-3512
(800) 538-6576
McIntosh Labs MC312
Power Amplifier
Price: $7,000 USD
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Transrotor
Dark Star Turntable

T

he ominous looking and aptly named
Dark Star turntable is manufactured
by Transrotor of Germany. If you haven’t
heard of Transrotor, you might be surprised to know that the company has
been around for over 45 years, founded
in Germany by Jochen Räke, in 1973. To
this day, Jochen Räke continues to lead
the company, the ‘JR’ on the company’s
name badge paying tribute to his past
and ongoing leadership. Transrotor produces a wide range of turntable products,
all of them designed for visual beauty,
precision, performance and value, which
holds true to the company’s slogan: “elegance means for us that your eyes and
ears get their money’s worth.” The company’s turntables range in price from
the relatively modest and affordable,
www.novo.press

through to the super-exotic. At the upper-end is the company’s ƽagship model, the Transrotor Artus magnetic drive,
Candanic suspension turntable, which
weighs-in at 220 kg and is in excess of
$150,000 U.S. – in the top 10 most expensive production turntables available
today! Surely, Transrotor knows a thing
or two about building turntables.
DESIGN & FEATURES
In relation to its siblings, the Dark
Star, sits in the modestly priced camp
of Transrotor turntables; however, given
its appearance and feature set doesn’t
seem to fall too short of Transrotor’s
up-market offerings. The table is a
suspension-less, moderate mass, beltdrive design, with an outboard motor.

Keeping to its name, the Dark Star
is available in just one Ƽnish… black,
more precisely, matte black. With a
thick 60 mm PYTC platter and 30 mm
PYTC plinth chassis surrounded by four
massive looking column structures, the
Dark Star has a gothic, almost ominous
character. In fact, the Dark Star’s look
and name had me thinking that it would
be just the turntable I could see Darth
Vader playing the Imperial Death March
to, within his meditation chamber.
Sorry, couldn’t help dropping a Star
Wars reference. Though the Dark Star
appears to sit on four colossal columns,
it is actually supported by just three,
the two front columns and a hidden
rear-centre foot, all of which are level
adjustable. The motor column is a fully
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a conventional design
that is comprised of
a steel main shaft,
into a bronze sleeve,
with a ceramic ball
bearing. The 60 mm
POM platter features
concentric grooves on
its underside, again for
resonance control, and
a narrow groove on its
outside edge serves to
seat the drive belt that
encircles the platter
and motor drive pulley.
With the mammoth
and glorious chromed
Kontant Eins speed
controller,
speed
changes are easily
done between 33 and
45, with the solid feel
The Transrotor Konstant Eins 33/45 power supply pro- of shifting gears. The
TR 800-S tonearm is
vides a signiƼcant performance upgrade.
a 9”, S-shape design
with a light-weight feel.
separate structure and the tonearm base This tonearm will accommodate a wide
column is actually suspended, allowing variety of cartridges and makes swaps
a DIN tonearm cable to be attached to easy by way of its removable headshell.
the DIN connector on the underside of Since the Dark Star uses a SME tonearm
the column.
mount, there is an easy upgrade path,
For this evaluation, I was provided with for those so inclined. I found the overall
a Dark Star that included the Konstant Ƽt-and-Ƽnish of the Dark Star to be well
Eins 33/45 Ƽne adjustable power supply executed and no doubt, it will supply
upgrade, along with a TR 800-S tonearm great pride of ownership.
(made by Jelco based on the SA-250).
Pricing of this Transrotor Dark Star PERFORMANCE
turntable setup would be $5,545 U.S.
In practice, I found the table very
including the power supply, tonearm and easy to use, quiet and reliable. For
platter clamp; or without the tonearm, my evaluation, I employed a granite
$4,400 U.S. I used two cartridges for slab and Audio Physic VCF III feet to
my evaluation of the Dark Star, the provide the table improved resistance to
Transrotor Uccello MM cartridge (made mechanical vibrations.
by Goldring) and a Dynavector 20x2H
I used the Dark Star turntable with
high-output MC.
my beloved Goldnote PH-10 / PSUThe Dark Star platter and plinth 10 phonostage that offers a plethora
chassis are made of a synthetic polymer, of adjustment options and easily
referred to as POM (Polyoxymethylen). accommodated both the Transrotor
Materials similar to POM would include Uccello MM and Dynavector 20x2H
Derlin, which is used in many other high- cartridges. AmpliƼcation was via my
end audio products. POM is a choice Bryston BP-173 / 4B3 combo, playing
material for the Dark Star given its through my Dynaudio ConƼdence C2
desirable inherent characteristics that Signature towers. Cables came from
include strength, hardness, rigidity and the Nordost Heimdall 2 and Tyr 2 series.
anti-resonance. The Dark Star’s matte
My listening began with the Transrotor
Ƽnish and colour comes from the POM Uccello MM cartridge. The cartridge
material, no added complexity or cost of was suƾciently resolving for me to
a paint job for the Dark Star. Like other get a very good understanding of the
Transrotor turntables, the Dark Star relies nature of the Dark Star. Listening to
on its structure, construction materials Jennifer Warnes’ album, Shot Through
and its mass to isolate it from external the Heart and the track “You Remember
vibrations and tame its own resonances. Me”, I was impressed with the natural,
The main bearing used in the Dark Star is
www.novo.press

rich midrange, and the sense of glow
in the reverb around her voice. The
treble was silky smooth without undue
accentuation, lending to holographic
imaging. There was no doubt that the
Dark Star could deliver imaging, front-toback layering as well as solid left to right
placement. In contrast, my VPI Scout
with Dynavector 10x5, though sharper
edged in its imaging did not deliver the
smoothness and roundness of the Dark
Star, something I might attribute to a
slight treble eccentricity with the VPI
setup, as opposed to the greater balance
and evenness with the Dark Star. The
Dark Star was able to present detail in
a manner that conveyed greater realism
and authenticity, combined with that
often elusive midrange magic.
As I spent more time listening to the
Dark Star, time and time again, it proved
its ability to step in-time like a veritable
black shoed tap dancer. Yet, this sense
of timing did not lean on the crutch of
leading edge emphasis; rather, the Dark
Star’s clarity and absence of overhang
was the key to this impressive delivery.
Accurate timing no doubt is tied to the
overall delivery of music through the
system; however, much of the sense
of timing is dependent on the way the
lower-midrange and bass are handled.
A delay or smearing of the lower
midrange through to the lower bass will
compromise everything. In this respect,
the Dark Star excelled. Despite the
table’s visually full-bodied look, it always
sounded quick on its feet and controlled,
absent of bass bloat or overhang.
Listening to The Cure - Greatest Hits and
the track “Close to Me” I relished the
taught and snappy bass line. This sense
of timing carried through on the Talking
Heads’, Stop Making Sense album, where
drum beats were punchy, impactful with
solid weight and energetic attack. Once,
again, my perceptions were conƼrmed
with the Cranberries LP, ‘everybody else
is doing it, so why can’t we?’ where the
kick drum was wonderfully tight, resolute
and authentic in pitch.
Given the success the Dark Star was
having with the Transrotor Uccello MM
cartridge, my curiosity grew as to how the
table would perform with a considerably
more expensive cartridge; enter the
Dynavector 20x2H. The Dynavector
would be a cartridge more in keeping
with the performance capabilities of the
Dark Star and it showed. Now, all that
goodness I just described was taken
to a substantially higher plane. The
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intrinsic beauty within the recordings
immediately became more evident;
enriched in delicacy, micro-dynamic
variation, clarity and accurate tone and
timbre. Listening to Diana Panton’s
album, When the Moon Turns Green,
and the track “Destination Moon”, the
resonating slap of the bass strings
across the fret possessed an amazing
sense of realism.
Bass notes were
marvellously textured and articulate,
with a natural weight, not overdone or
overcooked; to use an Italian expression,
perfectly “al dente”. Giving attention to
the midrange, Diana’s vocals sounded
wonderfully mellifluous, with remarkable
presence and compellingly lifelike.
These qualities, impressive in their own
right, could not be fully appreciated
if it were not for one key quality of the
Dark Star’s presentation… that being
black, a dark black stage from which the
elements within could be appreciated.
This black stage the Dark Star was able
to deliver not only shed greater insight
on the elements within the music but
also on their interplay and the whole
performance. The Dark Star’s proficiency
with producing an ensemble of images,
while preserving their individuality sets it
clearly ahead of lesser tables.
I’m surprised, that until now, I haven’t
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made a point of calling out the Dark Star’s
handling of the upper frequencies. This
might be because the Dark Star so well
integrates the treble within the whole
of the music, absent of any emphasis
or highlighting. Delicacy, smoothness
and finesse would be the apt terms to
apply to the Dark Star’s interpretation
of the upper end of the spectrum.
The treble range was consistently
controlled, pure and extended. With
Robbie Robertson’s self-titled album, the
shimmer of cymbals, clash of castanets
and ring of bells was gracefully and
naturally delivered, while preserving the
zest that these instruments bring to the
composition. On the Cowboy Junkies,
Trinity Sessions, the sound of the
cymbals was both pristine and poised.
I also listened to Art Pepper’s album,
Art Pepper Meets the Rhythm Section,
where, along with wonderful colour and
texture, I was impressed with the vibrant
and energetic delivery of percussion and
most so the authentic brassy crash of the
cymbals. No less beautifully rendered
was Art’s saxophone, which exuded a
caramel smooth burnished sweetness,
along with a genuinely rich tone.
I could easily go on singing praises
about the Dark Star, how it preserved
string instrument textures and timbres so

organically and how its timing seemed to
follow the steady beat of a metronome;
however, I would rather you seek out a
listen for yourself and make your own
judgement. For me, I’m going to miss
the Dark Star, as it has shed a new light
for me on the pleasures to be had from
analog. While having a very distinct and
strong visual character, when it comes
to its sound such boldness is absent,
rather, the Dark Star charmingly steps
aside and lets the music speak for itself.
With the Dark Star, Transrotor lives their
own statement, “elegance means for us
that your eyes and ears get their money’s
worth.”

Transrotor
www.transrotor.de
Distributed in Canada by
Tri-cell Enterprises
www.tricellenterprises.com
1-800-263-8151
(905) 265-7870
Transrotor Dark Star Turntable
Price: $5,545 US [including the power
supply, tonearm and platter clamp];
$4,400 US without the tonearm
www.novo.press
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Kirmuss Audio
Ultra-Sonic Vinyl Restoration System

I

n 1886, Emile Berliner invented the ƽat
disc record. A year or two later, that
disc was probably covered in dust, dog
fur, and an inƼnite number of mould particles. No doubt Emile ran into the same
problem that all vinyl-philes do: how do I
clean the damned things?
During the past Ƽve years, a few
courageous vinyl nuts have brought
record cleaning machines (RCMs) to the
audiophile market which use ultra-sonic
transducers. These machines clean
records in a similar way to that which
high frequency sterilization has been
applied to surgical tools, precious gems,
and printed circuit boards.
Kirmuss Audio’s new KARC-1 vinyl
restoration system (MSRP $1,200 CAD)
is the Ƽrst RCM to offer ultra-sonic record
www.novo.press

cleaning at, by audiophile standards, an
affordable price.
Kirmuss Audio’s KARC-1 measures 22”
wide x 11.5” high, x 11” deep. The unit
features a top panel mounted LCD touch
screen control.
Three transducers in the bottom of
the unit generate ultra-sonic “waves” at
the 35 KHz level. These high-frequency
waves agitate the cleaning solution held
within the machine’s basin and create
microscopic bubbles. The cavitation
forces the microscopic bubbles into
a record’s groove walls and valleys.
Upon contact, the bubbles burst. The
bursting bubbles dislodge and expunge
dirt, dust particles, mould, microbial
fungus, and microscopic contaminants
which, Kirmuss claims, vacuum and

brush-based RCMs do not remove as
effectively.
The unit comes with an A/C cord, a
drain hose, a parastatic felt brush, and a
wee bottle of anti-bacterial / anti-static
surfactant spray that’s comprised of
99% distilled water and 1% diol-2 propyl
alcohol. A budding vinyl enthusiast only
needs to buy distilled water, isopropyl
alcohol, and a clean spray bottle to dive
right into using the machine. A two year
warranty also comes standard.
The *12-Step* Cleaning Method
Somewhat like trying to diffuse a dodgy
homemade Yemeni time-bomb in a
breathtakingly humid +140£ Fahrenheit
Algerian lavatory that’s choking with
wafting autumn dog ƽatulence, using
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Charles Kirmuss, founder of Kirmuss Audio, approves the cleanness of a record that was just restored by his ultra-sonic system,
after a careful inspection under a microscope.
an ultra-sonic RCM for the Ƽrst time is
intimidating. And I get that. I really do.
I found, however, that Kirmuss’ machine
was easy to work with. Like any repetitive
process, once I’d gotten into a rhythm
with cleaning my records, it became
routine.
At the time of this writing, the Kirmuss
Audio website needed a serious re-think.
It was very… ehm… busy. As such, to help
potential buyers better understand how
to use the KARC-1, I’ll go through the
cleaning process in detail. [Editor’s note:
since this review was written, Kirmuss
Audio has launched a new, signiƼcantly
improved website.
The new site
contains links to a how-to-use tutorial as
well as a written guide].
Step#1: Place the KARC-1 on a ƽat level
surface. BEFORE plugging the unit’s A/C
cord in, Ƽll the basin with a mixture of 6
litres of distilled water and 40mL of 70%
solution isopropyl alcohol. Depending
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on how dirty your records are, you’ll need
to discard and replace this mix after 15
to 20 cleaning cycles. Be sure that the
machine is NOT powered up when Ƽlling
or emptying the basin. Never turn the
power *ON* with an empty basin. Doing
so might damage the machine and will
deƼnitely void its warranty.
Step #2: Install the supplied A/C power
cord and then ƽick the rear-panel
“Power” switch to the *ON* position. The
top panel LCD screen’s display will read
“5 minutes”.
Step #3: To “de-gas” the water / isopropyl
solution, press the “Pulse” button twice.
This removes the air from the solution,
which was introduced as the solution
was poured into the basin. This process
takes about 1 minute and 30 seconds.
Step #4: Re-attach the top cover, press
the “Power” button twice, and then slide

a record or two into the cleaning slots.
Kirmuss’ KARC-1 can clean two 331/3 records, one 45, and one 78 speed
record at the same time.
Step #5: After the 5 minute cleaning
cycle is complete, remove the record
and place it on the supplied 7” diameter
felt mat and micro-Ƽbre cloth.
Step #6: Spray the supplied surfactant
agent at the 12 o’clock, 4pm, and 8pm
positions on the record. Then use the
goat hair brush to work the surfactant
into the grooves in a circular motion. Flip
the record over and repeat this process
for the B-side. A residue that’s similar to a
light veneer of toothpaste will (probably)
form on the record’s surface. Don’t fret
none… this is normal. Slide the record
back into the KARC-1’s cleaning slot and
repeat the 5 minute wash cycle. The
surfactant, together with the ultrasonic
action, dislodge the contaminants in the
www.novo.press
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grooves of the record during
this step.
Step #7: Rinse the goat hair
brush with distilled water and
then *brush* said brush dry on
the micro-Ƽbre cloth.
Step #8: Depending on how
dirty your records are, you’ll
need to repeat Steps #5
through #7 multiple times
until the toothpaste residue
stops appearing. From my
tests, 3 to 4 wash cycles will
thoroughly clean most vinyl
and utterly Ƽlthy records may
need as many as 7 or 8 cycles
to attain God-like cleanliness.
Step #9: Watch the unit’s
temperature status bar on
the LCD display. If it turns Here are all the goodies you get in the box with the Kirmuss Audio KARC-1 Ultra-Sonic Vinyl
RED and ƽashes, the unit is Restoration System.
overheating and needs to
be cooled down. In practice,
I noticed extra soundstage width and
Listening to Belafonte Live will bring
cooling takes about 20 minutes. Kirmuss
depth. This wasn’t a forward or backward a smile to the face of any serious
recommends letting the unit cool down
shift in instrumental positioning within music lover. My Heavens was he an
after 35 minutes of continuous use.
the soundstage. While instruments entertaining singer! My parents’ double
remained where they’d always been, I record set was covered in 60 years
Step #10: Once a record is clean, lightly
noticed a deeper resolution that more of dust particles, cat and dog fur, and
mist both sides with pure distilled water
fully informed me about the physical mould. Although it took eight wash
from a clean spray bottle. Then dry both
size of the concert hall, the sound of cycles through Kirmuss’ KARC-1, once
sides with the optician’s cloth.
echoes, and the decay of notes.
cleansed, the sound quality of the
original records was breathtaking; even
Step #11: After the record is dry, wipe LISTENING TESTS
sublime.
both sides with the parastatic felt brush.
Recorded and mixed in NYC at Hendrix’s
Much like cleaning your teeth or your
Electric Ladyland Studios, Weezer’s Ƽrst dog’s feet after the beast has been out
Step #12: Using the goat hair brush,
self-titled album was oƾcially released in the rain and mud, it’s self-evident that,
apply the anti-bacterial solution to the
in early 1994. The “blue” album features from time to time, vinyl records also
record’s surface. And voila…! Your vinyl
such memorable tracks as “My Name need to be cleaned. Stated succinctly,
is now “restored” and ready to be played.
is Jonas”, “Buddy Holly”, “Undone- the clean records sound better than dirty
ones.
Sweater Song”, and “Say it Ain’t So”.
RESULTS
Weezer’s sound combines melodyIf you own an audiophile vinyl rig, have
Kirmuss Audio’s KARC-1 will NOT
based 1950’s era harmonies with a a decent sized record collection, and/or
magically repair gouges, scratches, or
heavier early-1990s distorted grunge are fond of hunting for used vintage vinyl
any other such physical damage to your
element. After using the KARC-1, subtle in stores where you can practically taste
vinyl. Once washed, though, the vinyl
instrumental cues and delicate timbral the mould hanging in the air, Kirmuss
does look brand new. It should be noted
shadings which I’d never noticed before Audio’s $1,200 CAD ultra-sonic RCM
that the cleaning process also removes
is an extraordinarily valuable tool for
were far more apparent.
the sealants and polishes which are
“But that’s easy…” you say. “Cleaning restoring and preserving your records.
sometimes applied to records during
brand new vinyl and even 25 year old ‘Nuff said.
the manufacturing process. This allows
records that have been kept in pristine
the stylus to make improved contact
shape isn’t hard.”
with the grooves and hence increases
After both of my parents had shuƿedKirmuss Audio
the amount of information read by your
off to the next world, I inherited their
www.kirmussaudio.com
turntable.
vinyl collection of 1950s and 60s era
(303) 263 6353
After cleaning, all of my vinyl sounded
jazz and classical records. One of my
clearer. Blues and jazz records had
favourite albums from their estate is a
Kirmuss Audio Ultra-Sonic Vinyl
better PRaT, quieter backgrounds,
double-disc RCA Victor Living Stereo
Restoration System
and superior timbral accuracy. With
copy of Belafonte at Carnegie Hall which
Price: $1,200 CAD
symphonic and classical recordings,
was recorded in 1959.
www.novo.press
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by Douglas Brown

Furutech
DSS-4.1 Speaker Cables

J

apan… land of the rising HiFi. When
one thinks of Japanese cultural symbols, thoughts of drift cars, pachinko
machines, portable music players, and
Shinkansen bullet trains readily… ehm…
drift through the mind. Japan is a detailoriented country. No other society on
earth can so happily obsess on making
minor improvements to small items to
invoke signiƼcant increases in overall
performance -- especially with cars and
electronics.
Founded in April 1988, Japanese
specialist parts and cable manufacturer
Furutech has a proud 30 plus year
tradition of fabricating outstandingly
good sounding and value packed
audiophile
cables,
A/C
power
distributors, outlets, plugs, connectors,
and ancillary parts.
www.novo.press

When NOVO asked if I’d like to review
a pair of Furutech’s new ƽagship
DSS-4.1 OCC-DUCC speaker cables
(SCs), I embraced the assignment
as passionately as Stormy Daniels
embraces female patrol oƾcers from the
Columbus Ohio Sheriff’s Department.
DESIGN & FEATURES
A few years ago, rumours began
circulating that Furutech was working
on a new bulk speaker cable that
would re-write the price/performance
ratio and provide jaw-dropping sound
without the space mission price. This
cable would use cutting edge DUCC
(Ultra Crystallized High Purity) copper
licensed from Mitsubishi and combine it
with Furutech’s own Alpha-OCC. In early
2019, that cable Ƽnally arrived in North

America.
My review pair of the new DSS-4.1
speaker cables was terminated with
Furutech’s own custom fabricated
FT-211R [‘R’ is for Rhodium] spade
connectors on the ampliƼer side and
FT-212R locking banana plugs on the
speaker side. These lightweight spades
and bananas both feature non-resonant
housings and non-magnetic setscrews.
The DSS-4.1 speaker cable can be
purchased in bulk (non terminated), or
ordered with your choice of connectors.
The DSS-4.1’s core conductors are
fashioned out of four distinct layers.
The center is comprised of an NCF PE
core. The second layer is a bundle of 89
individual strands of 0.18mm diameter
Alpha-OCC copper and rotates to the
right. The third layer is 39 individual
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strands of 0.18mm diameter AlphaOCC copper that counter-rotates to the
left. And the fourth outer conductor
layer is 62 individual strands of 0.13mm
diameter Alpha OCC-DUCC copper that
counter-rotates to the right.
Furutech then adds ten(!) separate
layers of shielding and insulation on top
of the OCC copper conductors. At about
an inch in overall diameter, the DSS4.1 is quite ƽexible and easy to install.
The outer sleeve is a black and white
snakeskin-patterned nylon yarn jacket.
Furutech and MMI have invested
more R&D into these speaker cables
than NASA sunk into the Apollo space
missions during the 1960s. Massive
investments into R&D and materials
engineering don’t mean a damn thing
though if a speaker cable doesn’t have
stellar sonics. So… how do Furutech’s
new ƽagship SCs sound?
PERFORMANCE
Minutes after installing the DSS-4.1
speaker cables into my main 2-channel
tube rig, the improvement in sonics was
so clear that I could literally hear it in
other parts of my home. Audio critics
love listening to walk through threedimensional stereo sound in the same
way that a mosquito enjoys sucking
blood from a diabetic’s ankle. It’s
something we can’t resist. The increase
in sound quality was so immediate and
dramatic that it forced me to return to
my listening room.
The DSS-4.1’s sonic signature is one
of warmth, smoothness, and energy.
These SCs have an ultra-low noise ƽoor
that allows subtle sonic nuances to
emerge from an ink black background.
Sonic details sounded natural and
organic. Much like a mile wide diameter
oceanic sinkhole in Belize, the profound
depth and transparency of the sound
let me dive deep into recordings of all
genres of music.
Furutech’s SCs recreated the tone and
timbre of instruments with a palpable
*feel* that created one of the most vivid,
lifelike, and expansive soundstages that
I’ve ever heard -- at any asking price. This
ability to recreate realism from recorded
music is what every audiophile longs
to hear. Instead of chasing the sonic
dragon in a Tokyo taxi during rush hour
traƾc, I felt like I was Ƽnally ƽying on the
fabled beast’s back.
The DSS-4.1 never altered the base
sonic characteristics of any of the
stereo systems I used to test them.
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Examples…? My all tube Sonic Frontiers
rig has lightning-fast transients, glorious
NOS tube warmth, spine chilling timbral
accuracy, and toe-tapping PRaT.
Furutech’s ƽagship SCs simply allowed
MORE of this sound to come forth.
I compared the DSS-4.1 ($3,050 CAD) to
the following speaker cables: A), Cardas’
Golden Cross (2.5m pair- $3,200 USD);
B), AudioQuest’s Meteor (2.5m pair$5,600 USD); C), High Fidelity Cables’
(HFC’s) Ultimate (3.0m pair- $14,000
USD); and D), Stealth’s Dream v16 (3.0m
pair- $18,000 USD).
Against Furutech’s beast, the Cardas
and AQ cables were veiled, blurred, and
sluggish. Their sonics were more tainted
than Flint Michigan tap water. The
bass registers sounded like a drunken
racehorse that’d sucked back a case of
organic wheat beer and 16 pickled eggs
had blown a toxic, thunderous, and one
note fart. Stated succinctly, there was
no comparison in sound quality. Across
the frequency spectrum, the DSS-4.1
SCs delivered signiƼcantly better PRaT,
timbral accuracy, and a more lifelike
sound than the AQ and Cardas models.
The $18K USD Dream v16 cables
were more transparent and had more
midrange warmth. HFC’s $14K USD
Ultimate speaker cables had faster
transients and marginally deeper
resolution. Germane to its $3K CAD
level price, the resolution, imaging, and
dynamics of the DSS-4.1 were all a lot
closer than I expected them to be to
compared these low Ƽve-Ƽgure level
speaker cables.
Recorded in 1961, First Time! The
Count Meets the Duke is a statement
record within the history of 20th Century
jazz. Back in ’61, Duke Ellington and
Count Basie brought their two full jazz
orchestras together to record side by
side. What they captured is a striking
example of modern up-tempo jazz.
On First Time!, both orchestras
challenge each other to play better.
The arrangements in the songs “Battle
Royal”, “Take the A-Train”, “Wild Man”,
and “Segue in *C*” allowed the stars
from both bands to take turns soloing.
In 1961, these were (arguably) the two
best jazz ensembles on the planet. And
my heavens did the DSS-4.1 SCs let the
stunning technical dexterity and musical
synergy between these two titanic bands
to ƽow through my stereo.
Released in Feb 1975, Rush’s second
album Fly By Night is a cornerstone
in the foundation of harder rock.

Featuring eight sternum-belting tracks
that successfully balance memorable
melodies with galactic heaviness
and an unstoppable groove, Fly By
Night showcases the landmark songs
“Anthem”, “Best I Can”, “Beneath,
Between, and Behind”, and the epic 8:37
length opus “By-Tor and the Snow Dog”.
With the DSS-4.1 SCs in place, the
wealth of sonic information captured
on Fly By Night sounded as organic
and riveting as I’ve ever heard it. From
Alex Lifeson’s sybaritic guitar riffs and
screaming lead solos to Geddy Lee’s
granite solid bass lines and high-pitched
falsetto shrieks, the cohesiveness of
sound presented by the DSS-4.1s was
reference calibre. Neil Peart’s bombastic
drumming and percussion work was an
utter delight to hear too.
Resolution, transparency, and insight
into the timbre of individual instruments
were all very close to being state-ofthe-art. In particular, the warmth and
cohesiveness of the sonics on the
album’s last track “In The End” gave me
goosebumps. Through the DSS-4.1 SCs,
Lifeson’s slow, brooding, and percussive
guitar chords breathed with passion and
feeling.
If you’d like to hear your stereo sound
its best, Furutech’s new DSS-4.1 speaker
cables will bring you much closer to
reference calibre sound at a fraction of
the price of other companies’ ƽagship
cables. The stellar sonics of these SCs
make many higher priced audiophile
cables sound -- and even smell -- worse
than the Tokyo Tsukji open-air Ƽsh
market during a summer hot spell.
Ten years ago, the DSS-4.1 could
not have existed. The technology to
manufacture this cable at such a low
price just didn’t exist. Furutech and MMI
have unleashed a monster speaker cable
that competes with other reference
SCs priced in the low Ƽve-Ƽgure range.
Accordingly, the $3,050 CAD level DSS4.1 should be nominated for NOVO’s
product of the year.

Furutech
www.furutech.com
Distributed in Canada by AuDIYo
Inc.
www.audiyo.com
(905) 881-9555
Furutech DSS-4.1 Speaker Cable
Price: $3,050 CAD
www.novo.press

REVIEW
by Suave Kajko

Audio Solutions
Figaro M Loudspeakers

I

t’s always fun to learn about a new au- also become host to one of the largest
dio manufacturer, especially one that high-end shows in Europe.
manages to impress you with the perToday, Audio Solutions offers five
formance and quality of its products. I attractively styled product ranges that
first learned about Audio Solutions from go under the names Vantage Classic,
Canadian high-end audio retailer Sonic Vantage 5th Anniversary, Guimbarde,
Artistry who offered to lend me a pair of Figaro and Overture. In the spring of
the company’s Figaro M speakers at the 2019, Audio Solutions will add a sixth
end of 2018. Founded by speaker engin- line, called Virtuoso, which will sit
eer Gediminas Gaidelis, Audio Solutions Visually, I love the styling of the Vantage
is a high-end loudspeaker manufacturer 5th Anniversary series the most, perhaps
based in Vilnius, Lithuania. A lot of very because these speakers look like they
interesting high-end audio companies would fit perfectly into a sci-fi movie like
have sprouted in Eastern Europe over TRON. Sonic Artistry’s owners Jonathan
the last decade - it’s a part of the world and Ed promised for the Figaro M to
that we’ve been paying closer attention deliver a stunning performance to price
to lately when it comes to audio. Per- ratio, but of course they would say that
haps that’s why Warsaw, Poland has – after all they are a retailer for the brand.
www.novo.press

As a reviewer, I hear such promises
all the time so naturally I take such
statements with a grain of salt. There
is only one way to judge a loudspeaker:
you have to give it a good listen.
But first, let’s examine the range of
products offered by this company. The
Audio Solutions Figaro M loudspeaker
hails from company’s third-from-the-top
series in terms of performance and price.
There are four floor standing models in
this series – the Figaro S ($5,750 US),
Figaro M ($7,500 US), Figaro L ($10,000
US) and the headlining Figaro XL
($15,000). The series also includes the
Figaro B bookshelf speaker ($3,250 US)
as well as the Figaro C center channel
($2,500 US). The inclusion of a center
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channel of course indicates that the
company intends these speakers for
use in both 2-channel music systems
and home cinema setups. All the prices
I mentioned are for the standard finish,
and like most high-end loudspeaker
manufacturers today, Audio Solutions’
speakers can be ordered in many
custom options – in this case there are
17 custom side-panel colors to choose
from.
DESIGN & FEATURES

of 4 ohms. The cabinets offer an inhouse developed self-locking design
which promises an improved sonic
clarity and performance. The Figaro M
comes with a unique “stealth” grille. To
be more precise, it actually comes with
two detachable grilles: one that blends
perfectly with the front baffle and allows
you to see all the drivers; and one that is
a traditional cloth grille. Regardless of
which one you choose, the Figaro M is
designed to deliver precisely the same
sound.
With a price of $7,500, US the Figaro M
speaker sits in a market that’s flooded
with a lot of great sounding / great
looking speakers from both major and
boutique brands. The competition is
stiff in this space - there’s no question
about that. So how well did this speaker
perform?

It’s a little difficult to judge from the
pictures on the website but the Figaro
M is a pretty good sized speaker,
measuring 1120 mm H x 272 mm W
x 470 mm D (or 44.1” x 10.7” x 18.5”).
Since it is rear-ported, it’ll perform best
when placed at least a foot or two away
from the back wall. My 12 x 20 foot
room was just barely large enough for PERFORMANCE
this speaker and I suspect that giving
it more space would allow it to breathe
My initial impression when listening
a little better and further improve its to the Figaro M speakers was that they
sound. Styling-wise, the Figaro series offered a very well balanced sound. The
offers a somewhat industrial look ever critical midrange was spot on. The
because of its textured, flat dark grey/ vocals sounded natural and palpable,
black finish. Each side wall of the while instruments in the midrange
cabinet is decorated with a glossy panel played with great clarity, detail and a
which covers roughly half the side wall. natural timbre. The high frequencies
These panels can be ordered in a choice played with an excellent resolution and
of 17 colors/finishes, and include some crispness that you would expect from
very attractive 3D textured finishes. The real instruments. And at the bottom end,
only trouble is that unless you place there was more than enough punch to
these speakers in a large enough room, satisfy those that like recordings loaded
where you’ll be able to see the sides, in with great bass lines.
During the three months that the Figaro
most rooms, you’ll likely mostly see the
front of the cabinet and hence won’t be M speakers spent at my house, I had
able to enjoy the beauty of the custom the chance to pair them with different
electronics - including my Jeff Rowland
side panels.
From a technical standpoint, the Continuum S2 integrated amp, the Unison
Figaro M offers a 3-way design, with Research Sinfonia Tube integrated amp,
the midrange driver playing a slightly as well as the ModWright Instruments
wider range of frequencies than more LS 100 tube preamp / KWA 100 amp.
traditional designs, to reduce crossover All of the components were plugged into
distortion in this most-critical region of my Nordost QB8 power distribution box
the frequency range. The 3-way design and wired up with Nordost Tyr 2 cables.
During my in-depth tests, I listened
approach means that no crossovers sit
where human hearing is most sensitive, to a long list of digital files, streamed
in the 800 - 2000 Hz range. Sonically, music and dove deep into my record
this allows Audio Solutions speakers collection. I began with a few recently
to achieve a cleaner, more detailed released tracks like “Relentless” and
midrange sound. From top to bottom, “People’s Champ” from Arkells, “Ready
the front baffle houses a 15.2 cm ER to Let Go” from Cage the Elephant, and
paper cone mid-range driver, a 2.5 cm “Lo/Hi” from The Black Keys. The Figaro
mini-horn loaded silk dome tweeter, M immediately filled my listening room
and two 18.3 cm ER paper cone bass with an intoxicating energy, placing
drivers. Its key specifications include: a great big grin on my face. It wasn’t
a frequency range of 32-25,000 Hz, long before I danced my way out of the
sensitivity of 91.5 dB, and an impedance armchair and broke out into a full body
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dance. The Arkells’ tracks teleported
me back to the live show I recently
watched in Toronto, bring back the
memories of the dark stadium filled with
dancing, singing, alcohol-fueled fans.
The Figaro M speakers weren’t able to
recreate the energy of the live show no speakers are capable of that - but
their effortless performance certainly
recreated the memory of the concert,
and that is definitely a great personality
characteristic of a speaker. The tracks
from Cage the Elephant and The Black
Keys were equally as engaging - I can’t
wait to hear the full albums from these
bands when they come out.
With the dancing out of my system, I
cued up a fine selection of classical
music and I reached for my (imaginary)
conducting baton. André Rieu is a Dutch
violinist and conductor, responsible for
creating the Johann Strauss Orchestra,
who presents classical and waltz music,
combined with a sprinkling of humor,
to the masses with incredible success.
He is the “rock star” of these music
genres, filling stadiums around the
globe with fans, much like the biggest
rock and pops stars of today. The
Figaro M speakers painted an expansive
soundstage with great dynamic energy
while playing his albums. The separation
between the sections of the orchestra
and instruments was excellent, even
when the music reached its crescendos.
I was able to easily tune myself into any
section of the orchestra when I chose
to do so. Of course, just as importantly,
the recording as a whole was presented
with a great cohesiveness, everything
presented with perfect timing and
pace.
Instruments sounded lively
and played with a natural timbre and
detailed textures.
High frequencies
were presented with a high level of
resolution, yet they never tired my ears.
The Figaro M was capable of excellent
sound staging with these types of music,
although just a touch shy of what I’m
accustomed to from my reference
Raidho C 1.1 loudspeakers. To be fair
though, the Raidho’s are more expensive
and bookshelf speakers tend to sound
stage better, generally speaking. Overall,
classical music was nothing shy of a
great pleasure to listen to on the Figaro
M.
So far, so good, but a great speaker has to
deliver a convincing vocal performance.
To test this, I turned to various tracks
from Florence and the Machine, Johnny
www.novo.press
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Cash, Jack White, and the Sounds of
Anarchy soundtrack. Florence Welch
of Florence and the Machine has a
remarkable vocal range - and one of the
greatest voices in the world of music in
my opinion. I love listening to her MTV
Unplugged album, and love playing it for
friends. Some of the tracks send chills
down my spine every time I hear them.
The Figaro M was more than up to the
task of faithfully reproducing Welch’s
voice, with a passion and emotion that
had me craving more. Every nuance and
quirk of her voice was presented clearly.
The Figaro M captured my attention and
wouldn’t let go - I couldn’t break away
from this performance and ended up
listening to the whole album.
Where the Figaro M definitely
outperformed my Raidho speakers was
in the low frequency department. This
speaker dove deep and sang the bass
notes very cleanly and I enjoyed every
part of it. Putting its through its paces,
I listened to several albums from bands
like BORNS, Milky Chance, Florence and
the Machine, Prodigy, Collective Soul
and the TRON: Legacy soundtrack. With
the various BORNS tracks, the bass was
fast and very well articulated. “The
Grid” on TRON: Legacy starts out with
a gentle electronic beat and builds up
in intensity until it explodes like a star

going supernova, energizing the room
as it washes over the listening space.
Wow - that’s all I can say - the Figaro M
speakers did a fantastic job here.
During the time the Figaro M spent at
my house, I was lucky enough to also
listen to its larger brother, the Figaro
L, at the Sonic Artistry store. In this
system, the speakers were connected
to much higher caliber equipment from
Soulution Audio. As much as I enjoyed
what I was hearing in my own room, the
performance of this system was several
notches up on the “sonic ladder”. This
system offered a dramatic increase
in sonic details, the soundstage was
significantly larger and better defined
and the overall presentation was even
more energetic. I am well aware of
just how capable the Soulution Audio
components are - I’ve heard them on
several occasions and quickly fell in love
with their sound. What really had me
impressed though, was the performance
of the Figaro L speakers and their ability
to relay all the musical information
extracted from the music by electronics
of this caliber, something that is no easy
feat. This demonstrated that in some
ways, the Figaro L was able to punch
well above its price point.
The Audio Solutions Figaro M is a
fabulous sounding speaker that

managed to excite my soul every time I
sat down to listen to my favorite tunes.
It performed very well with all genres
of music and paired equally well with
all the amplifiers that I tried it with. It’s
a good sized speaker that requires
a decent sized room to fit into, both
sonically and visually. I personally enjoy
its textured industrial finish and color
glossy panels, although in my listening
room I didn’t see much of the sides. If
you’re looking for an honest performing
loudspeaker with a distinctive design - I
definitely recommend you give this one
a good listen. And if this model doesn’t
fit in your space, or budget, then check
out the smaller Figaro S model. Well
done Audio Solutions!

Audio Solutions
www.audiosolutions.lt
Distributed in Canada by
Tri-cell Enterprises
www.tricellenterprises.com
1-800-263-8151
(905) 265-7870
Audio Solutions Figaro M
Loudspeakers
Price: $7,500 USD

